CEMICircles Concert II

Saturday, October 21, 2017          8:00 pm         MEIT (M1001)

PROGRAM

Wandering Through the Same Dream  (2005) .....................Andrew May  (b. 1968)
   Erin Cameron, clarinet * •  Aileen Razey, clarinet *
   computer

mistérios de Elêusis  (2015) ................................................Ivan Chiarelli  (b. 1982)
   fixed media

Haiku: printemps  (2016).............................................. Annette Vande Gorne  (b. 1946)
   fixed media

Minim  (2014) ............................................................... Heather Stebbins  (b. 1988)
   fixed media

Cimmerian Isolation  (2016) ....................................... Nathaniel Haering  (b. 1995)
   Laura Pillman, flute • live electronics

Topophilia  (2016) ..................................................... Nikos Stavropoulos  (b. 1976)
   fixed media

Virtual Stage:  CCJ  (2017)............................................... Stephen Lucas  (b. 1996)
   multimedia

Sobre a eletrodinâmica dos corpos de trabalho  (2016) .........................Jeff Morris  (b. 1977)
   multimedia

*UNT's NOVA Ensemble
fixed media

Slapbox (2013) .......................................................... Paul David Thomas (b. 1981)
live electronics

Tâches (2016) ............................................................ Rocio Cano Valiño (b. 1992)
fixed media

Thanks to the CEMI staff: Omar Fraire, Christopher Poovey, Qi Shen, Michael Smith, Alejandro Sosa Carrillo, Jacob Thiede, Mark Vaughn • Panayiotis Kokoras, director

Have you checked out our UNT College of Music High Five Campaign yet?
Just text “hi5” on your smartphone to 41444 & see how small gifts make a BIG difference!

Photography and videography are prohibited.
One hundred sixty-second program of the 2017-2018 season.